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Strategic Plan

2017-2021

Our Vision

Care for Country,
Care for Culture,
Care for Our People
To allow Mithaka People to grow socially,
emotionally, academically, spiritually and
culturally to ensure the continued respect for
and understanding of our Culture, and to
confirm environmental and economic
continuity of our Country.
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Mithaka native well.

FOREWORD – Strategic Planning for Mithaka People, Country and Culture
Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC holds in trust the native title rights and interests of Mithaka People of South-Western
Queensland. It was formed as an entity in September 2015 in order to finalise the Native Title claim over Mithaka Country - an area
west of Windorah in South West Queensland. Mithaka People’s non-exclusive native title determination over 33,752km2 of country
was recognised after a 13 year legal process in October 2015. Mediation with the different interests, primarily pastoral leases, in the
determination area ceased in September 2015, and a consent determination was reached[1].
Elders and the other Traditional Owners see the decision as heralding a new era of renewal for Mithaka People, presenting them with
a strong economic and social footing to pursue their dreams and aspirations, and uphold their obligation to Country and Culture.
Our strategic plan has been developed in consultation with members and Directors of Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation to provide
an overarching framework for the management of Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation for the next five years. Strategic planning enables
Mithaka to feel confident that they will become and remain focussed on meeting their Mission, Vision and Goals, and that the leaders
entrusted with that authority carry out their roles responsibility, appropriately and effectively.
We kindly thank all Mithaka People and stakeholders who worked hard to build our Strategic Plan, and welcome the partnerships and
benefits it will deliver for Mithaka People, Country Culture as well as our wider community and region.
We present this Strategic Plan on behalf of Mithaka and look forward to everyone’s support and guidance in delivering the outcomes.

Max Gorringe

Barry Riddiford

Chair, Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC

CEO, Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC

July 2017
National Native Title Register Details, QCD2015/010 Mithaka People [Gorringe on behalf of the Mithaka
People v State of Queensland], 27/10/2015, available online via http://www.nntt.gov.au/searchRegApps/
NativeTitleRegisters/Pages/NNTR_details.aspx?NNTT_Fileno=QCD2015/010.
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Our
Values

Our values form the
foundations to achieving
our goals and actions. They
are reflected through the Mithaka
Aboriginal Corporation Rule Book[2] and are
the responsibility of, and implemented through,
the work of our Directors and all registered members.
Trust – We have confidence in our authorised Directors to act
in the best interest of Mithaka People, and in our members to
provide the support to them.

Our Mission

Mithaka People wish to strengthen our
individual and collective cultural identity
and language, to successfully participate
in local and wider society, grow sustainably
into the future, and care for our Country
and Culture.

Respect – We respect the roles performed, recognising personal
qualities and showing high regard for our Directors elected into a
privileged position to lead the corporation and to deliver on our
Strategic Plan.
Action – Our actions demonstrate a desire for proactive, influential and
effective obligations to focus on agreed outcomes, with a willingness to utilise
resources effectively on behalf of the Mithaka People and the communities within
which we live.
Results – We practice unwavering commitment to completion of activities that
ensures long-term positive outcomes and benefits for all Mithaka People, Country
and Culture and the communities within which we live.
Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation, 2017, The Rule Book of Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation, 2 May, available online via
http://register.oric.gov.au/document.aspx?concernID=3861769
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MITHAKA PEOPLE AND COUNTRY
Mithaka People are the non-exclusive Native Title Owners[3] for 33,752km2 of pristine rivers, rolling gibber plains and sandhills in
south west Queensland, and are the last claimants to a further 22,000km2 immediately west of Cooper’s Creek, in the South West
Queensland’s Channel Country (See map below).
Mithaka People are Traditional Owners[4] who in accordance with Mithaka customary laws and traditions have social, economic,
cultural and spiritual affiliations with, and responsibilities for, Mithaka traditional land and waters. They mainly come from two family
groups - the Gorringe and McCarthy/Turnbull families.
Our People have lived and worked across these lands for generations and hold strong connections to the ancient and contemporary
systems it supports. This includes Mithaka Peoples’ connections to the region’s communities, the Barcoo and Diamantina Shires, and
tourism, pastoral and mining industries operating throughout the area.
Mithaka Country includes non-exclusive native title determined in 2015
(black boundary), and previously claimed areas (blue boundary).
BEDOURIE

Windorah

birdsville

Today, we continue
to strive to work with
our neighbours and
partners to protect
our Country and the
cultural and natural
systems that support
our People and
broader community.
Our work over
thirteen years to
be recognised as
Native Title Holders
is testament to our
commitment to
Mithaka People and
others with interests
in Mithaka Country.

National Native Title Register Details, QCD2015/010 Mithaka People [Gorringe on behalf of the Mithaka people v State of Queensland], 27/10/2015,
available online via http://www.nntt.gov.au/searchRegApps/NativeTitleRegisters/Pages/NNTR_details.aspx?NNTT_Fileno=QCD2015/010.
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As per the MAC Rule Book, a reference to a Traditional Owner includes a reference to a native title holder or common law holder.
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MITHAKA GOVERNANCE
Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC (MAC) is the main governing body for all Mithaka business. We have dual roles to
manage business arising from the native title claim, and to manage Mithaka cultural heritage matters.
We are managed by a Board of Directors who meet regularly, and contracted staff (CEO and Administration Officer) who ensure
work is effectively implemented and that the corporation meets compliance requirements. In the future, our Council of Elders will
provide guidance for Mithaka People in the way they should operate as Native Title Holders, and they give final validating
resolution for Mithaka Traditional Culture and business on Country.
We are registered with the Office of Register of Indigenous Corporations (ORIC) and managed in accordance with the MAC Rule
Book, an ORIC approved constitution aligned to federal and state legislation including CATSI Act 2006, Native Title Act 1993 and
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Act 2003.[5]
Our partnerships with Queensland South Native Title Services, native title service providers and legal professionals, cultural
heritage consultants, academic institutions, financial services, and government agencies provide support and guidance to our
governance framework.
In accordance with the directions set by members, our Directors will:
• be advocates for the Mithaka People, Culture and Country;
• practice open and transparent communications;
• abide by the Code of Conduct of Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation;
• act ethically, in the best interests of the Mithaka People and at all times ensure knowledge of, and application to high levels of the
corporate governance processes;
• remain informed on and operate within the relevant legislation and partnership documents –– Native Title Act 1993, Native Title (Prescribed Body Corporate) Regulations 1999, Corporations Act Cultural Heritage Act 2006
–– Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation Rule Book, Indigenous Land Use Agreements (ILUAs), Mining Agreements and other Future Acts
–– MOU’s and relevant service agreements;
• act as a conduit between the Mithaka people and their stakeholders;
• build the capability of the Mithaka people to be up to date with, and participate in contemporary community engagement and
regional development initiatives; and
• ensure the Mithaka Prescribed Body Corporate is governed as a financially sustainable compliant organisation.
5
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AIATSIS, 2014, PBC Profile: Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation, Nov. 26, Native Title Research
Unit, available online via http://www.nativetitle.org.au/documents/QLD_Mithaka.pdf

Cooper’s Creek Bridge.
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ACTIONING INTO MITHAKA’S FUTURE
Our Overarching Goal
To ensure that Mithaka Aboriginal
Corporation conducts progressive,
ethical and responsible business
while maintaining excellent social
relationships with partners;
conducts beneficial research;
strengthens and maintains
cultural heritage; and
communicates successes.
Mithaka Aboriginal
Corporation’s Strategic
Plan is the parent
plan from which
all other levels of
planning within the
corporation will take
place, and will set
the direction for the
next five years for the
Mithaka People. It
is underpinned and
delivered through
detailed annual action
plans, the Mithaka
Research Framework,
and other Mithaka
frameworks currently
being developed.
8
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goal: GOVERNANCE

goal: STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

Build and manage the
resources and capacities of
Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation
to implement our mission and
to support and protect the
rights and interests of Mithaka
People, Country and Culture.

Establish successful and
sustainable partnerships
that support Mithaka
People and utilise our
strengths for the benefit
of the region and broader
community.

Actions:

Actions:

• Develop our people and
understandings to effectively
represent and manage the rights,
interests and aspirations of
our members.

• Building sustainable
linkages, partnerships and
joint ventures with mutually
beneficial outcomes.

• Support culturally sensitive
governance through a Council
of Elders.
• Strengthen our governance
through planning and training to
support members and sustainably
manage the business of the
organisation.
• Establish a Mithaka Office and
Cultural Centre.

• Support the broader
community through our work
to benefit our region.
• Undertake best practice with
our partners and work with
mutual respect and trust
throughout all stages of
partnerships.

Boiling the billy
out bush.

• Manage of our engagements
through legislative
processes.
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Scar trees common on
Mithaka country.

Goal : Research
Seek the truth to understand the
past and present for our journey
forward.
Actions:
• Develop and publish a framework
that guides our partnered research
into the future.
• Develop research that is evidencebased and validated, creates
baseline data for future research, and
fills gaps in current research.
• Recognise Mithaka identity in
research processes and outcomes.
• Create opportunities to develop,
promote and engage with
Indigenous research, and promote
innovative research that traverses
and benefits western and traditional
knowledge.
• Produce research on Culture and
Country that provides meaningful
knowledge and educates Mithaka
People and the broader community.
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goal: NATIVE TITLE &
CULTURAL HERITAGE
Confirm Native Title Holder rights
and interests to protect and
manage our Cultural Heritage.
Actions:
• Work to support the recognition
of Traditional Owners rights and
interests through Native Title
processes.
• Protect cultural heritage through
culturally sensitive recognition and
management of sites of significance,
artefacts and Traditional Knowledge.
• Build our capacities to support and
promote Mithaka rights and interests
in cultural heritage through training.
• Manage our Cultural Heritage in
line with our pastoral Indigenous
Land Use Agreements and Cultural
Heritage Management Plans.
• Record and map sites of significance,
and conduct Cultural Heritage
clearances when requested.
• Facilitate our next claim.

Goal: Economic and
Business Development
Deliver services and programs that
support sustainable economic and
business development for Mithaka
People and communities.

Field Trip Dinner camp.

Actions:
• Develop an economic and business
framework to support sustainable
economic outcomes for Mithaka People.
• Undertake workforce planning and
training to build capacity and resources
for economic growth.
• Engage in and develop services
for cultural and natural resource
management to benefit Mithaka
People and culture.
• Establish economically
sustainable businesses.
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Goal: Language
and Culture
Ensure learning and
appreciation of language
and Culture for all.
Actions:
• Build capacity to sustain traditional
knowledge and Culture through
educating the next
generation of Mithaka
People.
• Promote Mithaka Culture with
the broader community.
• Publish language and
cultural education materials
that support Mithaka
intergenerational learning,
and understanding for the
wider community.
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goal: SHARING SUCCESS
Share and celebrate our Culture
and successes with our broader
communities to foster greater

awareness and pride in Mithaka

Culture, Country. And our people.

Actions:
• Develop and promote celebrations of
Mithaka People and Culture with our
broader communities.
• Celebrate and share our successes
through innovative communication
tools that engage our audiences and
build a culture of sharing.
• Develop a framework to strategically
and ethically guide the promotion of
Mithaka People and Culture.

Partnerships
We are proud to have strong relationships that deliver mutually beneficial
outcomes for all. Our relationship building and hard work has developed
effective partnerships with:
• Mining companies – Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation work with
a number of mining/exploration companies that overlay their
geographic area. Mithaka has signed agreements and cultural heritage
management plans with a number of these.
• Pastoral industry – Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation has seven
Indigenous Land Use Agreements (ILUAs) – covering 14 stations across
the Mithaka determined area.
• Local Governments including Barcoo Shire Council and Diamantina
Shire Council.

• Queensland South Native Title Services – signed service agreement.
• The Remote Area Planning and Development Board (RAPAD) and
RAPAD Employment Services Queensland (RESQ).

• Universities, TAFE, Pastoral College s and other training organisations.
• Federal and State Government politicians and departments.
• Neighbouring Native Title groups.

• Regional lobby groups, Aboriginal organisations working in Central and
SW Queensland, and tourism organisations.
Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation also consults a number of service providers in relation
to governance especially a lawyer on native title, an anthropologist/archaeologist on
cultural heritage, and an accountant who manages finances. Generous support is provided
by a range of number of government departments and universities.
Mithaka Aboriginal Corporation works with both the Barcoo Shire Council and the Diamantina
Shire Council, and through the ILUAs with fourteen stations within Mithaka Country.
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THE STRATEGIC
PLANNING PROCESS
Our Strategic Plan allows us to profile
our work and directions for the
next five years with our members,
stakeholders and broader community.
Approximately 90% of our registered
members, including all Directors and
staff, were consulted to shape our
strategic framework. Mithaka Aboriginal
Corporation held planning meetings
in several different locations across
Queensland involving registered
members, Councillors from our local
shire, managers from numerous mining
and exploration companies, a range
of federal and state government
departments and funding bodies to
develop planning and partnerships.
The MAC Board of Directors worked
to critically assess planning outcomes
and draft a strategic framework that
was forwarded to members and further
workshopped at our General Meeting in
Windorah in January 2017. Following
further review by MAC Directors and
independent consultants, the final Plan
was published in July 2017, delivered to
members and relevant stakeholders, and
published online via MAC’s website and
social media platforms.
Mithaka... spinifex country.
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Monitoring
and Review
The progress of the Strategic Plan and
2017 Action Plan will be monitored
regularly, and reviewed half yearly by
the Board of Directors and annually by
an independent evaluator. Each Director
is assigned a portfolio and is responsible,
along with the CEO, for implementing
and monitoring actions.
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CONTACTS:
MITHAKA ABORIGINAL CORPORATION
41 Janelle Street, Kelso, Qld 4815
Barry Riddiford
CEO
Ph: 0467 894 181
E: ceo@mithaka.com
Natalie Gorringe
Administration Officer
Ph: 0419 895 386
E: admin@mithaka.com

